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MR. PRESIDENT ON TV   

In Holland all the dikes keep breaking. 

In Armenia all the houses keep shaking. 

Bangladesh is a mess covered by the flood 

And rotting corpses keep growing out of the mud. 

Florida has been hit by a hurricane. 

Russia is completely out of grain. 

In Africa the locusts keep gobbling everything up 

And over-eating termites get the hiccups. 

The whole damn world is going to pieces. 

In Scotland even the petroleum freezes. 

       And then Mr. President appears! 

Refrain 

It's New Year’s Eve on our TV. 

The president appears, full of bonhomie. 

 “Everything is fine!" the brave man declares. 

He’s rolling his eyes. And then he swears: 

 “It was a great year! The next one will be better yet! 

Dear citizens go to bed and do not fret!" 

     And then Mr. President is gone! 

The trees turn into rusting sheet iron huts. 

The ground water has got infested guts. 

There is a hole in the sky. The ozone is gone. 

Desertification has drawn its blazing gun. 

Wind-borne sands invade Lombardy. 
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Every bug is pumped full of DDT. 

The greenhouse effect is raising hell 

Drying out every pond and every well. 

The virgin forests are felled by power saws. 

The smog in the cities is showing its asthma claws. 

 

Rich countries keep getting ever more rich. 

The misery of the poor ones is reaching a pitch. 

In L.A. young street-gangs keep slashing throats. 

In the Indian Ocean emigrants keep dying on boats. 

Stressed people keep drinking booze and shooting heroine. 

In Colombia they wage war on cocaine. 

The dignity of the old ones is broken by their hunger 

And death is taking its toll amongst those who are younger. 

Hundreds of kids are committing suicide in Japan. 

Young boys are blown apart on the battlefields in Iran. 

 


